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Title: OAKEE DOAKEE AND THE HATE WAVE
Author: ‘Sir Ed Word’ (Edward Saugstad)
ISBN: 978-0-9551503-6-4

Retail price: UK £9.95 / US $18.95 / Euro €13.95
Available via Ingrams / Baker & Taylor at 30% trade discount - currently
non returnable
Bulk orders shipped direct from publisher at 40% discount

88 pages
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(Pinched Crown)
Perfect Bound on White

Subject Codes
FIC010000
Fiction : Fairy Tales, Folklore & Mythology
SOC011530
Social Science : Folklore & Mythology - Storytelling
PHI033000
Philosophy : Hindu

Book Description (annotation)..
An innocent, fascinating adventure for children of all ages. Oakee Doakee and the Hate Wave is the first in a
series of inspiring children’s stories that take us on mystical adventures into magical realms where virtue and
goodness eventually triumph over the dangers and pitfalls that confront our young hero. Loosely based upon
Indian mythology, the characters and personalities tackle many of the real-life situations facing young people
today - not least amongst which is our need to confront human selfishness and greed; maintain the best of our
childhood innocence; and inspire others with good example. Beautifully illustrated, the author takes the young
reader on journeys into the imagination, where rainbows can be traversed, elixirs provide inspiration and strength,
and mischievous mice and friendly elephants are our travelling companions. Mother Earth features prominently
too - as well as our responsibility to care for her, as she cares for us. This is a well-thought-out and beautifully
designed children’s book that will bring equal joy to the adult reader.

From the rear cover..
“It's not the destiny of every child to help save the world, but somehow a little boy named Oakee
Doakee manages very well when put to the task. In this fantastic adventure story, we fly with Oakee
to a kingdom above the sky, visit a city under the ocean, help put out a jungle fire caused by the
dreaded Hate Wave, and joyfully meditate in the home of the Heavenly Mother Empress on top of our
world! We even have the very rare opportunity to meet many of the immortal beings spoken about for
thousands of years in Indian mythology. Hold on to your hats, as we fly off into high adventure! “
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